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Nippon Koei Co., Ltd. was established in 1946 as the first independent engineering consulting firm in Japan
and was founded by Mr. Yutaka Kubota and his colleagues after the end of the second world war. Nippon
Koei was developed to provide a medium for skilled engineers to not only utilize their pre-war knowledge
but also to contribute to the reconstruction of Japans infrastructure at that time. Mr. Yukata Kubota
managed to influence his fellow colleagues to not only focus on the problems within Japan, but to further
help contribute to the countries abroad which were also affected by the war.

The companys motto, prompted by Mr. Yukata Kubota goes by the line Always be sincere to the situation
you are dealing with and use your technical skills to help others. Due to the on growing passion the company
has, nowadays, Nippon Koei has been engaged in the planning, designing and the management of various
infrastructure and social development projects in more than hundreds of countries in Asia, Africa, the Middle
East, South America and in Oceania.

Through the overseas development projects presented by the members of Nippon Koei, I was able to
acknowledge and learn many interesting new things, including how detailed and complicated an infrastructure
project was and how several professions were obliged to cooperate and work together as a team, not forgetting
to mention the difficulties and time straining activities done to meet the demands of the companys clients.

What has impressed me the most are the wonderful employees I had the privilege to talk to, their
enthusiasm and dedication to really put in effort to help contribute to society through their individual roles
is outstanding, and motivates me to want to seek a meaningful career in the future too. Although the
company has developed successfully throughout the decades, its humble and down-to-earth atmosphere, still
displays evidently today.


